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GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
-EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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If your

class

or discussion group

is

looking for material to stimulate significant conversation, I recommend comparing and contrasting two articles
about Jesus in this issue.
Lanny Hunter challenges us to iden-

tify with the humanity of

Jesus in
those periods of anxiety or depression
that challenge our faith (p. 3ff.). He
holds that to imagine Christ as a person without anxieties and inadequacies
is to believe in a robot or a magician.
Then there is Herbert Marlowe's re-

of

Hans Küng's book, What Is a
Christiøn? Küng is a liberated Roman
Catholic who also wants to speak of
Jesus' humanity. If I understand Küng,
however, he's read more liberal Protestant theologians than biblical scholars.
He repeats a nineteenth-century argument that the notion of Jesus"as a divine being was not original, but an idea
dreamed up later by pious follou¡ers.

view

(To hold to that view today requires
that we ignore not only a great deal of
Bible but historical research that indicates Jesus' own self-understanding included some idea of diviniiy.)
But the standard conservative reaction to the liberal view is to say only
that Jesus' divinity is proved by his
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miracles, his resurrection, and other
superhuman events and claims. And if
I undersl,and Hunter, he is saying some-

thing quite different from both of
these viewpoints. He does not deny
the divine nature; but he insists that
Christ's failing followers can draw
more strength from the fact that Jesus
shared our failings than by the vision
that his divinity dwarfs them.
What do you think?
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WhenGodlsNotThele,
øndlsSíIent
By LANNY HUNTER

"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? Why are thou so
far from helping me, and from the words of my groaníng? O my
God, I cry in the daytime, but thou dost not answer; and by night
but find no rest."
-Psalm 22:1-2

There are times in our journey of faith when we
thrill to the mountain-top experience. We are exhilerated! At such times God's presence is a vivid reality, and he is the supreme sustainer and innervater
of our lives.
Sometimes, however, even faithful Christians
find themselves enduring devastating problems. We
experience the doubt and sense of abandonment
expressed by David in the twenty-second Psalm.
There are those dark nights of the soul, when God
is not there-or he is silent. The light of faith has
gone glimmering and we are bewildered, or anxious,
or even hostile, when confronted with those hard
questions about the existence of God, evil in the
world, and the realitv of death.
Often we feel guilty about such doubts and anxieties. But dottbt and anxietv are not sins. They are
afflictions of onr humanitv. They are to be endured, not repented of. In this, as in all things, we
may look to Jesus. He, too, was afflicted by his hu-

Dr. Lanny HunLer is a dernmLologist liuing in
Arizona.
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tr'lagstafl',

manity, and he experienced his own dark nights.
in all of its
transfiguring glory. But he also struggled through
Gethsemane on his way to another hilltop in his
life-Calvary.
The nature of Christ, his divinity and his hr¡manity, has puzzled disciples since they first told the
gospel story. Traditional Christianity suggests that
we think of Jesus as fully God and fully mau, not
half God and half man. This helps conceptualize
the problem intellectually, bttt it is a dual distinction the mind cannot really grasp. It is relatively
easy to think of Jesus, on the one hand, as the
divine Son of God, the Christ who raised the dead,
gave sight to the blind, and forgave sins. It is much
more difficult to think of Jesns, Mary's son. We can
visualize Jesus the baby and Jesus the crucified, no
doubt made easier by countless manger scenes and
silvered crosses. This has to do with birth and
death, the bor,rndaries of man's mortal existence.
But what is it to be a boy, a yourlg maÌ1, or an
adult who is fully hurnan, but God's son?
Did Jesus have to be taught how to tie his shoes?
Did he have to learn to spell? Did he have to learn

Jesus had his mountain-top experience

75

what big words meant, or did he just know? Did he
intuitively understand the -Aramaic equivalent of
calcult-rs, or did it reqr"rire studv, with its attendant
errors? I)icl .]esus ever pack his suitcase and thrcateu to rLln away from irome? Wor-rld het have been
fully hr-rman had he never done so? Was he ever resentful when his mother asked him to look after
his younger brother? Was there ever any sibling rivalry, such as exists in all families? Could the man
who told the exquisite story of the prodigal son
and his elder brother, ever have told James, "Mom
always liked you best"?
As an apprentice in his father's shop, did Joseph
ever say, "Jesus, you're using the plane wrong"?
Did he ever go off with his friends and neglect to
sweep out the shop as he had been told? As he assumed more responsibility in his father's business,
did he ever haggle with anvone about a bill?
To imagine a human being growing up without
these conflicts is to picture a plastic Jesus. At times
we may admit that he may have had them as a
young man. But do we not somehow feel that
when Jesus was baptized by John in the Jordan, he
suddenly changed? From that point on everything
was ordered and correct, with unclouded vision
about his Father's will.
Such a view is not only false to the gospel accotrnts; it is not fully human. What man proceeds
with completely marshalled resources, with perfect
clarity, with no suspense about the outcome of
events, with no anxiety that the wrong turn might
have been taken? To live in a fully predictable
world is not to be a man, but a robot functioning
in a programmed environment. To believe in a
Jesus who manipulated people, events, and his heavenly Father, is to believe in a magician.

words, and explanations, and howevers (God's answer is sometimes "No!") all we lilce: Jesus'prayer
was not granted.
Next, Jesus tnrns for sttpport to h.is friends"
They are asleep. Frietrds, with the best of inteutions, cannot feel the pain, cannot assuage the
grief, cannot expiate the guilt. They are negligent,
or useless, or helpless. They do not listen, they cannot sympathize, they are outside the circle of our
consciousness. In the final analvsis, we are alone.

T""

Jesus confronts the religious community
which nurtured him. IIe had shared its heritage and
its culture, dreamed its dreams, and grieved over its
failings. Fie had lived his entire life within it. But
his church condemns him. This, too, is characteristic. In every institution, including the church, there
is something which ultimately works against the
very purposes for which it exists. No church, however profound its doctrine, however visionary its
leaders, or however dedicated its members, can escape the rapacious process of trivialization, rigidity,
and protection of its self-interests. Sooner or later
it strikes out against its own, sometimes destroying
its finest servants. And so it is with Jesus. IIe must
be sacrificed to preserve the status quo.
But there is another chance-the state. The scruples of Rome are less idealistic than those of the
Jewish church. The state offers justice and protection on a secular level, free from local fanaticism
and rivalry. Rut justice must be tempered by political expediency. A person becomes a pawn in a
complicated political and religious game. Jesus is
bartered away.

But even now there is hope. There is still

an

appeal to the people. He turns for help to the poor
and hungry, the sick and maimed, the defeated and

hus Jesus, being fully man, also shared our
doubts and anxieties. Otherwise he did not completely share our burdens and our destiny. The last
eighteen hours of Jesus' life reveal his humanitv
with special clarity. C. S. Lewis has noted that in
the br:ief period from Gethsemane to Golgotha, we
see Jesus the rnan experiencing our lot tn \fe (Letters to Malcolm, p. 42).In each episode there is a
common element of the anxiety and suffering of
mankind.

tr'irst, we see Jesus as he pravs in the garden. I-Ie
could not, regardless of his deference to his Father's will, ha.ve prayed that the cu¡r might pass,
and simultaneously have l<nown ihat it would not.
'fhat is a travesty of player, and rationaliy and psychologicallv impossible. Jesus wanted desperately
to ¿rvoicl the horror coming toward him., ancl hel
who told people that their prayer of faith would
trove rnoLrntains found his reqnest-born of his torment and fear and anguish-not granted. PIay with
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broken hearted-those whom he had fed, and
healed, and blessed, and lifted up. He had shared
their oppression at the hands of Iìome and their
disenfranchisement by the leaders of their church.
He had shared their bread and wiue, their marriage
feasts and their funerals, their laughter and their
tears. They were his own. He was a carpetrter who
Iabored in sweat, with an aching back, and splinters

in his hands. But their memories

were short and
their hearts were ficl<le. From hosantras and palm
branches five davs earlier, they turn otr hitn, a ìllurderous mob, screaming for his blood.
There is, finally, nothing left but God. And his
last words to God are an angtrished echo of Dar¡id's
despairing cry ten centuries earlier: "l\4v Gocl, my
God, why hast thou forsaken tle?" WÌren Jesus
neecled God most, in his final extremitv, Gocl's prcsence was not felt, and he was silent.
We see, perhaps more clearlv in this cornpressecl
timespan than in anv other way, some of the things
OCTOBER,1977

it means to be a man. 'lhe strongest

and the best
and tlre brightest among tts, ¡;crhaps because l"hey
are the strongest atrd the best and brightest, find
thernselves aione in the darh. Frieuds, church, and
state are variouslv inadequate, petty, and indilfelrent. Even (ìod seems to vanish at the moment of
our greatest need. The sense of separation from
God and the weight of his silence seems to impinge
most acutely on those who are, in mauy ways, closest to him. Jesus experienced this. We experience
it, no doubt to a much lesser degree. The servant is
not greater than his master.
I{ow can we understand this, or endure it? Perhaps as men who long for light, we must experience the darkness. Perhaps it is only in the shared
darkness that we can reaily touch each other and,
what is more, share the darkness our Lord experienced. We are not, you see, during those black
hours of despair, foundering at the periphery of the
Christian experience; but cutting through the heart
of it.
But thor-rgh we may walk the valleys and grope
olrr way through darkness, God judges the final
consurnmation to be worth it, And this, too, Jesus
experienced, in his final death throes. As darkness
shrouded the land he cried out with a loud voice,
"It is finished!"

Ëe

Now the word translated, "It is finished!" had
an interesting usage. It was the lvord shouted lly a
Roman general at tho molnent of an assurr:d victory. The lìomau general woltld stand on a hill
overlookit-tg the field of battle. When he saw that
the tide of battle had turned and victory was with"
in their grasp, he wouìd shottt this word: "It is fit-lished!" And the soldiers who heard it knew then
that no matter their own circumstances, or how
hard pressed they were, the victory had been won
and they were a part of that victory. Imagine how
ini:ongruous it must have seemed to those Iìoman
Iegionnaires, carrying out their official duties at
Calvary, to hear the victory cry ring out from the
lips of a dying criminal drawing his last ragged
breath on his cross!
This may be the final word on the Christian's
predicament. Haunted by doubts, struggling with
fear, and with our vision dimtned by the darktless
that shrouds our Calvary, only death may usher in
God's final resolution. In our humanity we may
never find those answers that bring relief and peace.
We may shout the victory cry-"It it finished!"in our darkest hour, as our last, defiant affirmation
of faith. But the resurrection sunrise, in all its reassuring brilliance, has not vet dawned.
T
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Wrench me, tear me from my cheap-grace seat,
Euen hurt me, God.

But mal¿e me feeL.
I belieue, but I don't careAnd Just As I Am
Is not what I want to be.
I eat your ftesh and drtnh your blood
ISut taste bread and iuice.
The grief won't come.

You are my God!

Terrify me, shahe nze,
Confront me with yourself .
Ilorce me from contplacenc\,
Away from C of Cs,
And Daddies,
And malze me stand

aLone.

*Stephanie Jaye Ëvans
OCTOBER,1977
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Restoration Theology:
A Catholic Alternative
A Review of On Being a Christian, by Hans
Ki-ing. New York: Doubleday & Co., 1976.
By Herbert A. l4arlowe, Jr.
Restorationism, as any other theological position, has been variously criticized. One of the most
frequent comments is that the restorers have
stopped at Geneva, or Rome, or Bethany instead
of returning to Jerusalem, Another is that restorers
miss the forest for the trees with their overemphasis on and absolutizing of historical particularities
of the New Testament age. More seriously, restorationism has been described as an attempt to accomplish two impossible tasks: (1) the construction of
an abstract ideal church, when in historical realitv
the actual New Testament churches took a myriad
of forms and held a variety of beiiefs: (2) the absolute and total transfer of the thought forms of another age to this time.
Perhaps the judgment of greatest consequence is
that restorationism is heretical because its emphasis
on an idealized and non-historical past removes its
presence and energy from God's present and future
activity. And finally, restorationism has been criticized for its literalist use of Scripture as a codeHerbert A. Mørlowe, Jr., ís an instructor of human and. or_
ganizationøl'behauior at the Florida Mental Health Institute
ín Tampa.
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book, organizational guide, and source for all truth.
For the restorationist who is troubled by the
truth in these criticisms, but who still wishes to retain a restorationist paradigm or model as a way of
understanding and practicing the Christian faith,
Hans Küng's On Being a Christian is a vital work. It
is indispensable because Küng has developed,
apparently without conscious intention, a restorationist model and approach far more radical (i.e.,
pertaining to the root or origin) than those models
commonly utilized by the Church of Christ or
other restorationist bodies. Küng uses the theological scalpels at his command to peel alvay century
after century of Christian thought and doctrine, to
arrive at an understanding of the New Testament
faith that is as near to the original understanding(s)
as is currently possible. But he stops not simply
with recovery of the original understanding of an
event or belief. Instead, in the desires and hopes of
the best restorationist tradition, Kithg takes that
original understanding and translates it into the
thought forms of this time. By doing so, the original form, the New Testament kerygma, comes
alive, not by the vain repetition of the words and
actions of another age, but by recapturing the
spirit, purposes, and understandings of the original
years.

Sadly, one fears that the very radicalness of
Küng's restorationism will be too much for many
OCTOBER,1977

restorationists to bear. Kiing comes, for many of
us, too close to the New Testament church for
comfort. An examination of some of his specifics
will illustrate this.
The focus of Küng's wide-ranging book is on
Jesus the Christ, because for the author it is the
Christ which differentiates Christianity from all
other religions. In his attempts to understand the
person and work of Jesus, Küng, while demonstrating knowledge of the various Christologies found
throughout church history, is most concerned with
recapturing the image of Jesus held by the early
Christian community so that he may speak of
that Jesus to this time. As he pursues this task,
some of his conclusions are surprising, if not
startling.

H, ."u-ple,

Küng holds that the conception of

Jesus as a divine being was not original, but secondary. New Testament references to Jesus as "Son
of God" were meant at first to simply describe his
function as "personal legate, trustee, representative,
deputy, and delegate." They interpreted Jesus in

the light of Jewish emphasis on what one does,
rather than on his essence, or what one is. Only
under the later influence of Hellenistic thought was

this concept expanded to the idea that Sonship was
equivalent to godhood. Küng writes:
Exaltation Christology (exaltation of the human
Messiah to Son of God, two-stage Christology),
starting out from below and centered on death
and resurrection, was in fact increasingly superseded by an incarnation theology starting out
from above. . . . There is no mention at all in the
New Testament of an incarnation of God himself. (Pp. 437,440.)
According to this position, if we were serious about
restoration we would not be content to accept a
"divine being" or Hellenistic understanding of
Jesus'origin.
How are we to understand the resurrection,
using this approach? Küng believes that the oldest
New Testament witnesses to the resurrection say
nothing about the empty tomb. They rather stress
the change in the disciples wrought by some radically new experiences they had with Jesus himself
after his death. How, then, are 'vve today to view
the certainty of the resurrection when we lack that
experience? Only with faith, Küng replies-which
was even demanded of the first disciples who
claimed first-hand experience.
Küng's use of Scripture therefore marks him as
an extraordinary restorationist. His understanding
of Scripture is illuminated by his examination of
the standards of the primitive community, and he
then attempts to apply those standards to this age.
Because of the critical role such approaches have
OCTOBER,1977

played in restoration movements, it is worthwhile
to know something of Kung's approach to inspiration:
In the Jewish-Hellenistic region people spoke of
"Holy Scripture" or of the "holy Scriptures,"
which conveyed the idea of a more or less perfect, divine, "holy" writing. The New Testament
on the other hand avoids almost completely any
statement about holiness. Only in a single, late
text of the pastoral epistles. . do we find a
statement in Hellenistic stvle to the effect that
"all Scripture inspired by God" is useful for instruction, correction, education-which anyway
does not imply a mechanistic theory of inspiration. (See pp. 464-465.)
"Inspiration," therefore, must not be misconstrued as a divine miracle which enabled a Scripture-writer to be mechanically directed, down to
the last word. That is a later theory. In fact, not
only the writing but also its entire pre-history and
post-history were all under the influence of the
divine Spirit; but not in a sense that prohibits historical peculiarities. "
It is this understanding of Scripture which is
most essential to a renewed restorationism. Without appropriation of the historical-critical method,
a restorationist tradition does not possess the tools
required to attain its goal. Without these tools restoration is limited to the restorers' own cultural/
historical particularities.
Küng has therefore fashioned a faith for these
days: a belief system capable of being expressed in
a restorationist framework that is not obscurantist,
narrow, backward, or superstitious. For those needing a new statement of faith, or a truer restoration
model, On Being a Christian is a work not to be
missed.

Ku"u

offers a serious challenge to all who holct a
restoration theology. He opens and invites the opportunity to rethink the basic starting and ending
points of one's restorationism. For those persons
raised in a restoration tradition who are uncomfortable with biblical literalism, who wish to proclaim
Christ in the tongues of this time, who wish to
critically examine the adequacy of their own heritage, Küng offers a starting point that contains uot
simply the milk needed to start but the meat on
which to build both a constructive personal theology and a revised and renewed method of restoration. To continue the discussion and task of restoration without reference to this work or usage of
this method is simply to engage in semantic play.
Küng, with no declaration of himself as a restorationist, has challenged those of us who proclaim
ourselves restorers to indeed journey to Jerusalem.

t

EffiE ONEOOKERS
By JIM REYNOLDS

Here at the stadium we are being entertained by the "CHARGE!" roared the crowd.
Dallas Cowboys. A man behind me says, "Those niggers up
there are rooting for St. Louis. Oh well, welfare paid their
way." And I think, "Has Archie Bunker moved to Dallas or
is this guy just a good ole middle American?" I am afra'rd to
turn around and view his lily white countenance.
At one point in the game Roger Wehrli and Billy Joe
Dupree collide with such impact that either's neck could be

The scantily-clad cheerleaders do not lead a single cheer,

but rather wiggle their hips and kick their beautiful legs in
very suggestive ways. I do not know whether to celebrate
their beauty or mourn our impersonal manipulation of
beautiful bodies. I do a little of both.

A man at the other end of the stadium has a heart attack.
Men are literally beating on his heart. They finally carry him
broken. After five minutes on the ground they are assistecl away on a stretcher. lt is certainly no place for weak hearts;
from the field. Oh well, war is a game and gaming is a war! but we can't be too concerned about him-the Cowboys are
driving!

The people cheer with such intensity! They seem to
care-really care-about a game. I f ind myself sitting when I
should be standing and standing only when people crawl
over me on their way to the hot dog stand. Supporting
your team is one thing; literally dying of tension in the
aisles is quite another.
I obviously have decided that we have too many gifts to
spend much time as spectators. I do not get any vicarious
thrill out of watching Staubach and Jordan hug after a victory. Spectator sports are at best a mildly successful form
of escape. At worst, they are a miserable waste of time.

I love the discipline of participatory sports-running,
working together, getting in shape, playing a game to its
fullest. I love watching loved ones or great athletes plaV and
grow together. I very much enjoy the fellowship of loved
ones at any athletic contest. But I can do without the vio-

lence, impersonal sensuality, and commercialism of the prois a good thing corrupted. ln the world of
Cain we have not only lost a vision of creation; we have also
lost the art of re-creation.
Lord, will you help us to peacefully rediscover the art of
recreation? Otherwise, Lord, many of us are doomed to die
in the aisles, watching life go by while cheering for unknown

war. The pro-war

gods.

Dr. Jim Reynolds is preaching minister at the Southwest
Church of Christ in Dallas, Texas.
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DoesAmosCondemn
lnslrumenlql Music?
By C. KEITH SIGLER

Two widely-circulated tracts attacking instrumental mttsic credit King David with first introducing it into Hebrew worship. These are "The Kind

Music God Wants" by Fred B. Walker, and
"Mechanical Music in Spiritual Worship" by Harold
Turner. Both writers follow up this contestable
premise with references to Amos 6:5 as proof that
worship with musical instruments was not really
satisfactory, and that it later seemed not to please

of

God even in Old Testament worshiP.

Brother 'Iurner states : " tr'rom Am os 6 : 5 it
seems that such music failed to please God, for he
said 'Woe to them that chant to the sound of the
viol, and invent to themselves instruments <lf music like David.' " Brother Walker then makes these
interesting deductions :
God tolerated instrumental music in worship,
along with poÌvgamy and easy divorce uuder
Judaism, but later the prophet Amos prononnced a curse upon those who, Iihe David, introduced instrumental music into worship:
"Woe unto them . . . that sing idle songs to the
sound of the viol, that invent for themselves instruments of music like David" (Amos 6:5).
Thus even under the moonlight age of Judaism
C. I{eith Sigler

ts

an instructot' ut Hutclti¡tson Commttnity

CoIIege, Hutcltí.nson, Kansas.
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instrumental music in worship was in question
(pp. e-10).
Amos 6:5 deserves close scrutiny since it is
often used as a proof-text not only to condemn the
original recipients of Prophet Amos' curse, but
also, by implication, âIlvorl€ who would dare imitate the example of David's innovations in worship.
We must examine Amos' harsh indictment (1) in
its immediate context, (2) in accord with other references to David's action as a musician, and (3) in
light of various meanings that "invent for themselves instruments of music like David" may have.
I

Amos' prophecy was primarily directed toward
the northern kingdom of Israel after a period of
military and econotnic conquest" However, imtnorality, idolabry, aud social injustices were permeating the very core of national life. Unless these maIignancies were eradicated, the certain judgment of
God was due.

In

chapter six, Amos addresses those who felt
secure and smugiy complacent in their prosperity.
I-Iere is the particular paragraph in which the verse
under consideration appears:
Woe to those who lie upon beds of ivory
and stretch themselves upon their couches,
and eat lambs from the flock,
B1

and calves from the midst of the stall;
who sing idle songs to the sound of the harp,
and like David invent for themselves instruments of music'
who drink wine ií bowls,
and anoint themselves with the finest oils,
but are not grieved over the ruin of Joseph!
Amos 6:4-6
This immediate context contains no indication
that those upon whom this malediction is pronounced are engaged in any kind of worship to
God. Rather, they are living a life of luxury and
self-indulgence which turns their thoughts away
from God and from their future downfall. It is a
self-satisfied lifestyle in a party-like atmosphere
which is here rebuked. To imply that songs and instruments in a worshiplu/ situation were being condemned by Amos is patently misleading.

il
A survey of David's activities as a musician may
lend additional understanding to this verse in
Amos. It was David's skill in playing the lyre which
first brought him to the king's court. King Saul
was tormented with an 'oevil spirit" from the Lord.
The king's counselors advised the music of the lyre
as therapy. David, a young Bethlehemite, was summoned. His music was indeed soothing to the king:
"And whenever the evil spirit from God was upon
Saul, David took the lyre and olayed it with his
hand; so Saul was refreshed and was well, and the

beat songs like those with which David once
soothed Saul.
To say that David introduced instrumental music into Hebrew worship may give him a bit more
credit than is due him. Four hundred years before
David, Miriam and the Hebrew \¡/omen were singing the song of exodus praise to the music of timbrels (Exod. 75:20-21). Before Saul, David's predecessor, became king, he was met by a band of
musical instruments (1 Sam. 10:5).
David, the man after God's own heart, was a
king of music. As previously noted, he came first
as a lad to the king's court carrying a lyre. After he
acceded to the throne, and the nation had been
made secure through military superiority over hostile neighboring tribes, David determined to move
the sacred ark of the covenant to the capital city.
The ark in Jerusalem would be symbolic that God
had truly been restored to the center of Hebrew
life and worship.
Thousands turned out for a gala procession as
the ark of God was moved from Kiriath-jearim to
Jerusalem. The merriment, however, was shortlived. David did not follow the ordinance of God
which directed that the ark be carried only on the
shoulders of the Levites. Instead he had it placed
on a new cart as the Philistines once did when they
wished to return the stolen ark to Israel. Along the
way, tbe oxen pulling the cart stumbled andlJzzah,

It is a self-satisfied lifestyle in a party-like
atmosphere which is here rebuked. To imply that songs and instruments
in a worshipful situation were be¡ng condemned by Amos is patently misleading.
evil spirit departed from him" (1- Sam. L6:28).
It is not entirely implausible that Amos had in
mind this aspect in the reference to David in chapter six. After all, the people to whom he prophesied possessed what seemed to them an "evil spirit"
of responsibility as a godly nation to remedy the
wrongs taking place all about them. They sought
to drown out the cries of injustice with the melody
of the harp. The drumbeats of destruction were
getting louder, but they were not "grieved over the
ruin of Joseph" as long as they heard only the up-
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a non-Levite, grabbed hold of the sacred box to
keep it from falling. Poor Uzzah paid for David's
error with instant death. David was at first angry
because of this incident, then fearful. The parade
was terminated at that point and the ark was put
into storage at a nearby home (L Chron. 13).
Three months later, having learned from that
judgment that God's commission was to be carried
out precisely, David led the Hebrew people back to
the ark with specific instruction for the speciallychosen Levites:
OCTOBER,1977

Sanctify yourselves, you and your brethren, so
that you may bring up the ark of the Lord . . . .
Because you did not carry it the first time, the
Lord our God broke forth upon us, because we
did not care for it in the way that is ordained.
1 Chron. 15:12-L3

This time the Levites carried the ark of God "as

to the commandment of David and of Gad
king's seer and of Nathan the prophet; for

the
the

commandment was from the Lord through his
prophets (2 Chron. 29:25).

And it should be noted that Hezekiahrcignedafter
the time that Amos, according to some brethren,
placed instrumental music in worship under doubt.

It was at God's own command and under David's
direction that musicians were ass¡gned in the house of God, both
instrumentalists and vocalists, to give thanksgiving and praise to the Lord..

to the word of
the Lord" (1 Chron. 15:15).
Rest assured that David was certain that the
action in the following verse was in complete accord with the will of God:
David also commanded the chiefs of the Levites
to appoint their brethren as the singers who
should play loudly on musical instruments, on
harps and lyres and cymbals, to raise sounds of
joy" (1 Chron. 15:16).
Moses had commanded according

Would this introduction of musical instruments
have been something bavid did presumptuously on

his own, something that God only "tolerated" as
he did polygamy and divorce? Not likely, since we
see that Dauid's complete attention at thís time was
upon what would please God, so as to prevent any
recurrence of the prior transgression. Rather, it was
at God's own command and under David's direction that musicians were assigned in the house of
God, both instrumentalists and vocalists, to give
"thanksgiving and praise to the Lord" (1 Chron.
25:3).
Later generations neglected and abandoned the
temple of God. Under the leadership of King Hezekiah, the temple in Jerusalem was cleansed and the
service of worship restored. Again the Chronicles
recorder is emphatic that musical instrumentalists
whom the King stationed there had been assigned
originally by David and that David had acted on
the express command of God conveyed through
prophets:
And he stationed the Levites in the house of the
Lord with cymbals, harps, and lyres, according
OCTOBER,1977

Still later, when the Jews began to return from a
long captivity, worship was restored once again in
Jerusalem. The temple and city wall were rebuilt.
Once more the voices of singers and the "musical
instruments of David the man of God" (Neh. 12:
36) echoed through the hills of the holy city.
Many of David's psalms extol the praise sounded
through a variety of musical instruments. Psalm 92:
1-3 is an example:
It is good to give thanks to the Lord,
to sing praises to thy name, O Most High

to declare thy steadfast love in the morning,
and thy faithfulness by night,
to the music of the lute and the harp,
to the melody of the lyre.
Would Amos have denounced a method of praising
God which other spokesmen of God declared to be
good? If the answer is no, then we need to go back
for another look at the prophet's pronouncement.

ltl
When Amos stated that the Israelite leaders of
his day "invented" for themselves instruments of
music like David, it is doubtful that he meant that
they created types of orchestra pieces that had not
existed before. They hardly seemed industrious
enough for an undertaking of this magnitude, for
the prophet describes them as "those who are at
ease in Zion and. . . who sing idle songs" (Amos

6:1,5).
David, on the other hand, was creative and productive. Even as he conferred the power of kingship on his son Solomon, his first concern was the
fulfillment of a dream that had been denied during
83
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his reign: the erection of God's temple. His strong
word to the leaders was: "Now set your mind and
heart to seek the Lord vour God. Arise and build
the sanctuary of the Lord God" (1 Chron. 22:19).
So it was David the "retired" king who led out in
preparatory organization of the temple personnel.
Among these was a host of musicians. David said:
"Four thousand shall offer praises to the Lord with
the instruments which I have made for praise" (1Chron.23:5).

This q.uotation may contain the kev to understanding the verse from Amos. There is not just the
comparison of a people in Amos' day who employed musical instruments as David did, but a cutting contrast of the nurposes for which they were
used. Those lethargic Israelites-the object of

sound
selves

of the psaltery: they have thought themto have instruments of music like David."

Thus when Amos says they o'invented for themselves" instruments of music, they may have been
just that-imagined only in their minds. In the stupor of their drunken feasts, they perhaps fancied
that they were accompìished instrumentalists like
the talented king. I{ow self-deluded they were!
Most of us who read Amos 6:5 just assume that
the "instruments of music" refer to mechanical
orchestral instruments. Our assumption is open to
question. David is most famous as a composer of
song lyrics. Second Samuel records his poetic lamentation over Saul and Jonathan in chapter 1 and
his victorious song of deliverance in chapter 22.
Most of the Psalms are the products of King David's
Spirit-inspired gift of composition. The melodies

Those lethargic lsraelites were filling their
banquet hall of revelry with self-pleasing music, whereas
David had produced instruments of music dedicated to the praise of God.

Arnos' scorn-were filling their banquet hall of revelry with self-pleasing music, whereas David had
produced and employed instruments of music dedi
cated to the praise of God. Music in both instances,
yes. tsut it was idle music in contrast with paeans.
This ironic edge would be very much in keeping
with Amos'style as he dealt with a people who disguised their apathy with a religious façade.
This liind of revelry without reverence, music

without praise is also condemned by Isaiah, another pre-exile prophet, in a similar "woe" pro-

nounced upon Jerusalem and Judah:
Woe to those who rise early in the morning, that
they may run after strong drink, who tarry iate
into the evening till wine inflames them ! They
have lyre and harp, timbrel and flute and wine at
their feasts; but thev do not regard the deeds of
the Lord, or see the work of his hands (Isa. 5:
11-12).

The Douay translation of Amos 6:5 suggests this
interesting interprel,ation: "You that sing to the
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and words of these sacred songs are as surely "instruments of music" as any instrument tooled by
human hands. Some respected modern translations
point to this broader meaning for "instruments of
music" in Amos 6:5:
You like to compose songs, as David did, and
play thern on harps ('Ioday's English Version).
Who improvise to the sound of the harp, and
like David have composed songs for themselves
(New American Standard Btble).
If these new versions accurately convey Amos'
meaning, the prophet still draws a contrast between David's inspired creativity and the slothful
imitations of the latter time. The words and l,unes
of the srveet psalmist of Israel ascended to heaven's
portals; the music of the loveless leaclers of Amos'
time died in the stale air of their banquet haiis.
In tire light of this analysis of Amos 6:5, let us
remove the cloud of suspicion from Davicl's fine
instruments of worship and quiet the allegations
f
against those who make praise like David.
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JV("J¿tntion an Lßt Í"uJ'n Suþþe*"
By ELTON G. HIGGS
The Lord's Supper is a meal of acceptance, the supreme symbol of
divine hospitality. ln gathering around the table, we are the guests of
Jesus. ìIle have not invited him to join us; rather, we sit at the feast he
has prepared. Vt/henever we are invited to dinner, we expect the hosts to
welcome us warmly when we enter, to make us comfortable, to put
themselves to some trouble to help us overcome any reticence or awl<wardness attached to being for awhile a part of another family.
But how astonished we would be if the host, in addition to giving us
the comforts of his home and the nourishment of his food, said to us,
"ln order to make it possible for you to break this bread in the most
meaningful way*indeed, in order for you to continue to live at all-¡
must offer up my life!" That was Jesus'message to his disciples at the
Last Supper, and he continues to serve as the ultimately self-sacrificing
host at each observance of his Supper. He serves us not merely with the
fruits of a few hours' preparation, but with himself.
How can Jesus be both the host who welcomes us and that which is
eaten? There is the mystery which draws us together. The Lord took
the form of our human bodies for a time to assure that we, his handiwork, would not come to an end. The wonder of it is that in leaving his
divine invulnerability, in sacrificing his human body and all the human
desires that went with it, in giving so excruciatingly much, he was not
diminished.
That truth is the eternal substance behind these symbols of his bocly
and blood. lt tal(es the shocking image of guests solenrnly eating the
flesh of their host, while he yet lives, to make us realize the inexhaustibfe intin'racy of God's gift through Christ. The Son reaches out his hands
to us, as we must to each other; and every nccasion at his table opens
the door into the heart of God.

Dr. Elton G. IIiggs

is professor of Englísh at the Uniuersity
of Michigan at l)earborrL. ïIe is a preuious Mission writittg
award winnet" for his three poe.ms published in April, 1974.
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Palm trees have been found above the arctic
circle. They are frozen solid and usually found under layers of ice and snorv, but they are there, intact and recognizable. Their preservation is mute
but convincing testimony that the arctic islands
were at one time blessed with a climate similar to
that of modern-day Florida.
Fossil remains of ancient tropical forests have
been discovered well above the timber line of
South American mountains. Powerful geological
forces took a sea-level srramp and thrust it, as well
as hundreds of miles of surrounding countryside,
tens of thousands of feet into the air.
Such observations have contributed to a growing awareness by many earth and life scientists
that our continents have not always been located
in their present positions. Is it possible that this
realization can shed light on such biblical events as
the Genesis flood? For many years I have heard
emotional arguments concerning whether Noah's
flood was local or universal. Questioning Christians
have been abused and deeply hurt because of personal attacks by well-meaning but fanatical defenders of the faith. Their transgression was daring
to suggest an interpretation of the extent of the
flood which was not considered "sound." Truth,
however, would be better served by allowing our
theology to be open to continuing scientific findings. What are some of those findings?
There is considerable evidence that our seemingly stable land masses are composed of relatively
light rock which floats upon the molten inner core
of the earth. This solidified crust is broken into
about six major and numerous minor pieces known
as "plates." These plates, about fortv miles thick,
OCTOBER,1977

are made to move at the average rate of about one
inch per year by powerful forces within the earth,
apparentlv without regard to the movements of adjacent plates. Naturally, where plates meet one can
expect some difficulties-for example, the California earthquake problem.
The San Andreas fault represents the boundary
between the Pacific plate, which is moving northwest, and the North American plate, which is
headed west. Sometime in the next several thousand years, Los Angeles and San Francisco will become San Angeles (or Los Francisco) as the two
cities pass each other on their respective odysseys.
That continents move is no longer a debatable
question. Massive amounts of scientific documentation, ranging from laser experiments on the moon
to the perception by the untrained eye of topographical displacement following an earthquake,
have all but silenced critics of plate tectonics.
More debatable, but only slightly so, is the theory of "continental drift." The theory states that
at one time all the land masses of earth formed one
huge supercontinent called "Pangaea." About 200
million years ago, Pangaea split into two major land
masses: "Laurasia," composed of North America,
Eutope, Greenland, and Asia; and "Gonwonaland"
composed of Australia, India, Africa, South America, and Antarctica. As these two large land masses
broke apart, our modern-day continents began to
migrate toward their present positions. Italy, originally belonging to Africa, smashed into the bottom of Europe, causing a minor disturbance called
the AIps. India did the same to Asia, producing the
Himalayas.
As a child, I recall sitting in a classroom and staring at a map of the world which adorned the chalk
board behind the teacher's desk. I became fascin-

ated by the apparent jigsaw puzzle fit of the east
coast of South America with the west coast of
Africa. Upon sharing this observation with my
teacher, I was told to go dust the erasers. As it
turns out, the theorized match that even an idle
schc¡<.¡l chiltl ca¡r see ltas receivetl ct.¡nsitleral-¡le tlc¡cumentation. Identical geological strata and some
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rather distinctive fossils have been found in the
areas of theoretical fit.
An example of the fossil evidence is a small carnivorous reptile known as Mesosaurus, whose fossil
remains, dated about 270 million 8.C., have been
found only in southern Brazil and South America.
Since MesoEaurus was about eighteen inches long
and probably adaoted to a terrestrial and fresh
water habitat, it is difficult to visualize two such
creatures (male and female, naturally) swimming
the present-day Atlantic ocean to spawn on an
American shore. It is even harder to imagine this
small, cold-blooded vertebrate (again male and fe-

male) trekking across Africa, the Middle East,
China, Siberia, the Bering Strait, North America,
the Isthmus of Panama (which, by the way, had not
yet formed), half of South America, and finally
arriving in Brazil.*
Why look for a localized flood in explanation of
the Genesis account? For one thing, Noah's boat
was simply not large enough to house the representatives of all the species of animals presently extant.
Over 6,000 species of birds have been identified to
date, not counting those which have become extinct since the time of the flood. Seven pair of each
of the avian species would take up a considerable
area in the ark; and when one adds the required
number of representatives of the other one million
species of animals, the space problem becomes
acute.

Some might argue that the term "species" is
never mentioned in the Genesis account, and that
the animals on the ark were specially selected "prototype" organisms which could rapidlv differentiate via intraspecies evolution into all present-day

'l'For further arguments, pro and con, on the theory of
continental drift, see: Patricia Lauber, This Restless Earth
(New York: Random House, 1970); Walter Sullivan, Contínents in Molion (New York: I\{cGrarv-Hill Book Compan¡,,
1974); and Continents Adrift: Readíngs from Scientific
American, J. Tenzo Wrison, ed., (San !'rancisco: W. H.
Freeman Company, 1970).
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with this argurnent is that not
even the most liberal Bible scholar would date the
flood before 20,000 B.C. ; and 27,977 vears is simply not enough time to account for the incredible
diversity of life on today's earth.
Others have suggested a special creation after the
species. The problem

flood to account for animal diversity. To be consistent with our traditional beliefs, however, we
shor-rld disavow this explanation since we have no
biblical record of it.
Perhaps an'even greater problem with the biology of the flood resides in the fact that the animal
Iife of most continents is unique and specific for
that particular continent. Following the flood,
those surviving animal representatives were faced
with the problem of transporting themselves to
their respective continental habitats, where thev
were not only best adapted to survive and reproduce, but somehow implanted an extensive fossil
record to trich anti-deluvian paleontologists and
biologists into believing that they had evolved
there.
Consider the plight of the Australian koala bear.

This diminutive zoological oddity, so recently
made famous by airline commercials, is adapted
almost completely to an arboreal habitat. That is,
it spends virtually its entire life in eucalyptus trees,
whose leaves provide both flood and water. Therefore the hoala seldom, if ever, comes to the ground.
While on the ground its movements are awhward
hecause its paws are suited for holding onto branches, not walhing on the grottnd. Now, this little
creature must leave the ark on Mount Ararat and
transverse deserts, mountain ranges, swamps, .iungles, and large bodies of water before reaching its
native Australia. Needless to say, there are few eucalyptns l,rees along the way.

Is it possible that God transportc¡d each pair of
representatives to their continental homes? Again
we must assume not, since we have no biblical
record

of it.

'lhe theory of continental drift provides

a rea-

sonable explanation of the continental distribution
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of specially adapted

species. Specíatíon, the term

applied to the conversion of one species to another,
has occurred at a very fast rate in the last 200 milìion years. This in part can be attrìbuted to the
dawn of the age of mamtlals. But it also can be
attributed to the geographical drifting apart, and
hence genetic isolation, of interbreeding popuiations. Proponents of continental drift maintain that

the continents drifted, physical conditions such
flora changed, causing the selection
for organisms best adapted to that environment' A
previously interbreeding population of Pangaean
mammals, split apart by migrating continents and
physically prevented from mixing newlv acquired
genetic characteristics, would become dissimilar
enough so that they would hardlv be recognizable
as relatives and would be quite characteristic of
their respective continents.
as

as climate and

Rn"O. it is time for us to stand back and look
at Genesis in a different way. The outstanding message of the book is that God not only created the
universe but is intimately involved in human affairs.
Now, if you were God and you wished to communicate this eternal truth to your followers in 1500
B. C., or A.D. 33, 7977, and 2977, how would you
accomplish it?
Given the staggering technological and scientific
advances over those years, I suggest that it would
be utter nonsense to couch the message in scientific

terms. A divine communication worded in the scientific terminology of A.f). 1977 would be ttninteìligible to the ¡reople of 1500'R.C. and A.D. 33,
while it would be disparaged by the scientists of
A.D. 2977 as full of glaring errors and primitive
half-truths.

I suggest that Gorl rnight couch his message iu
poetic terms. In Lhat form, persons mây interpret
it as literal tr:uth if l,hat is 1,heir nered; or, if moi:e
sophisticated, they may recognize it as poetry, ancl
read it not for what it savs but for what it means.
*
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From the Bock Pew
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Yowr Gowrd,Ionülu
Yow lVlw.st

By Dove Wimbish
I read with interest recently a news story about a study
which has been undertakerr to determine what various
churches want their preachers to do and say.
This invaluable information is to be put into use at seminaries so that they can turn out the right kind of preachers.
After all, what churches need and what they want are obviously the same thing, right?
What this kind of thing can mean to the future of American Christendom should be obvious. Seminaries will begin
discarding such useless and archaic classes as theology,
Greek, Hebrew, church history, pastoral counseling, etc. ln
their place, we expect to see such courses as beginning and
advanced shrub watering, how to preach for twenty minutes withôut offending anyone, intermediate floor sweeping,
beginning carpentry, advanced maintenance, how to keep a
car running for twenty years-practical courses.
Such a development will mean the end of sermons on
such unpalatable sublects as holiness, discipleship, giving,
sin, etc. ln fact, I fully expect that when the new wave of
Christianity has caught on, Billy Graham will be considered
too controversial.
Perhaps many such evangel¡sts will quit asking people to
come to the baptistry, or even to raise their hands to register "decisions" for Christ. They will merely ask them to
wiggle their noses, or maybe their ears.
Books such as The. Cost of Discipleship will be completely removed f rom the shelves of our Christian bookstores. . . if they haven't been already. Replacìng them will
be best-sellers witlr titles like Worshiping God for What
You Can Get Out of lIim.
lf this type of attitude had only come into vogue years
ago, we would have been spared a lot of things. Lìke the original spread of the gospel, the reformation, the restoration.
Maybe even the crucifixion and the resurrection.
lrnagine what such a study would have done to the message proclaimed by the prophet Jeremialr:
"Ulr, listen, Jeremiah, this speech is a little harsh. We
thirrk that you ought to tone it dowrr just a little."
"Do you really thirrl< so?"
"Hey, do you ever want to move up in the religious
worldT You always want to be stuck pastoring a crummy

ìittle church irr Anathoth?"
"Well, 1...."
"Listen, Jerry, the people don't want to hear this kind
OCTOBER,1977

of stuff.'Even though you claim to worship the Lord, you
do not mean what you say.' Good grief, marr, you're going
to offend everybody! 'The lions f rom the forest will kill
them; wolves from the desert will tear them to pieces.'Are
you kidding? The people got enough troubles without you
adding to them. lt seems to me that the role of an evangelisl
is to lift the people's burderrs and make them feel good
about themselves."
Or what about Jonah?
"Hey. Jonah, l've been looking over this talk you're
planning to give before the Nineveh Lions Club next week.
I don't know how the people are going to take to this. Anyway, we're not getting along real well with the Assyrians as
it is. lf you go over there and start accusing them of all
kinds of things. .. well, it's really go¡ng to strain our foreign policy, and the efforts of Cyrus Barvance."
"But the Lord has commanded me to go."
"Sure, sure, but listen . . .why don't you at least change
this stuff about beinq destroyed in forty cJays. Tell them
they'll be plagued with dandelions on their lawns or something. Give them a bit of possibility thinking. I know! Why
dorr't you take a few weeks, take a vacation tr¡p to Spain or
somewhere, and think about this! Think about the peoplel
Use

your gourdl"

Or:

"Martin, I've lool<ed over this list of grievances of yours,
and I thìnk you're being rather petty. I think you're going
to let yourself in for a Iot of hostility and ridicule. I'm sure
it's been cathartic for you to sit down and write these
things, but I think we ought to leave well-enough alone, and
just tear them up. Why dorr't you give me that hammer and
those nails? The people of Wittenburg are a peace-loving
bunch, but if you go rocking the boat like this you're going
to find yourself taking a fast trip down the Ëlbe."
Or:

"Listen, you quVs, the members of the Church of Clrrist
just don't want allothe r magazine. They've got the Gos¡tel
Guardian, arrd tlrey feel that's errouglr. \A/hat do you rïean
there are some things in the church that need to be spoken
to? You see it as a kind of mission? l'm sorry, but nobody
wants to read the type of thirrg you're planning. lf you
want to start a magazine, why not call if Ltrx.treme Ecstasy
or Wonderful Joy or fhe Euangelical Mauler. After all, what
do you want to be-relevant or successful?"
BS

nv

"And now, brethren, I know that you acted in ignorahce,
also your rulers . . . ."-Acts 3t17

as did

opyrightLqw
By EDWARD G. HOLLEY
Several years ago, when I was teaching in the
summer session at a major Texas university, I wandered into the library stacks one night and passed a
young woman diligently making several copies of
church music on the Xerox machine. From the
newness of the original, I suspected that it could
only be an item currently under the protection of
the U. S. Copyright Law;and therefore the making
of more than one copy for purposes of study and/
or research was clearly illegal. My hypothesis is that
this woman was probably a choir director in one of
the local churches and that she saw nothing wrong
with making copies for her entire choir from sheet

music she had located in the university library.
That incident reinforced for me a campaign I had
waged for quite some time in my own congregation, a rather large church with extensive printing
equipment: that it is breaking the law to make
multiple copies of music, or chapters of books, or
illustrations from works which have been registered with the Copyright Office at the Library of
Congress.

That such practices are fairly widespread among
large churches few would deny. Who, after all, has
not seen copies of "How Great Thou Art," pasted
into the front covers of numerous copies of Great

of the Church?* Nor are church bulletins and
newsletters free of having printed poems or long
excerpts from magazines or books which enjoy
copyright protection. With the introduction of
cheaper and faster reproducing machines, many
churches have developed their own Sunday School
materials or anthologies for classes with the commendable view that they were improving their educational programs. Quite often they were, for there

Songs

Dr. Edward G. Holley is dean of the School of Library
Science at the Uniuersity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
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are few teaching materials completely satisfactory
for any course of stüdy. Sometimes, however,
there isn't even an acknowledgement of the author
or original publisher of the material, and almost
never an indication of a request for permission to

it.
Unfortunately, what these individuals have been
doing in ignorance is breaking the law. For a copyrighted work (an item designated by the symbol,o
or lndicated on the title page of a magazine) is a
form of literary property and, like other forms of
property, should be used only with the author's
permission and/or the payment of royalty (or
rent) for its use.
Most church members would be appalled at the
thought that they are stealing someone else's property. We quite properly view the theft of TV sets,
or cars, or other tangible property as reprehensible.
Yet there is really no difference between stealing
tangible property, representing the results of making things, and stealing intangible property, representing the results of someone's artistic, scholarly,
or written activity.
Authors, or composers, or poets, or illustrators,
receive very modest rewards for their publications
(very few authors ever sell as many as five thousand
copies of their works); we should not deprive them
of proper recognition whether psychic or financial.
In many cases, permission for reproduction without fees is easily secured, and in others the fee
would be relatively small. My guess is that the choir
director mentioned above would have found that
ordering a four-page piece of music at 50 or 75
use

*This is not to blame the publisher of Great Songs of the
Clurch who now includes "Ilow Great Thou Art" in the
newer copies. However, in the '60s, before this occurred,
some churches did indeed photocopy the song and paste
in their hymnals.

it
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cents each \¡iould be about as cheap as photocopying it and would not bankrupt her church.
The U. S. Copyright Law of 1909 has just been

revised, and the new Copyright Revision Act of
l-976 becomes effective January 1, 1978. The new
law, like the old, secures for authors, composers,
dramatists, and others the exclusive right to decide
what will be done with the products of their creativity. However, it will change the ways in which
our society deals with its creative individuals in a
number of ways.
First among those ways is the duratiorz of copyright, which will now cover any written work from
the time of its inception until fifty years after the
author's death. Moreover, under the new law the
author may transfer any part of his or her rights to
a publisher, a magazine, a church, a college, or
whomever by gift, for payment of a fee, or for
other forms of compensation. This is called "the
divisibility of copyright. "
For example, this article which I am writing for
Míssion will be copyrighted and, unless I transfer
all my rights to the magazine, it cannot be further
reproduced without my permission, though it can
be quoted for purposes of review, comment, criticism, etc.** That's not likely to be much of a problem, since the aim of both Misston and the author
is to provide for the widest possible dissemination
of this message. Nonetheless, as an author, it is
legally, to say nothing of morally, my right to decide upon the future disposition of the article.
Moreover, it is also my right to have my name attached to the article whenever it is so reproduced.
When I see an article or poem reproduced in a
church newsletter with the designation "selected,"
I often wonder from where it has been "selected,"
and from whom.
Some journals, of course, will grant a sort of
blanket permission to reproduce its materials.
American Líbraries carries a statement on its contents page that "All material in this journal subject
to copyright by the ALA may be photocopied for
the noncommercial purpose of educational and scientific advancement." I have also seen some journals and newsletters with a statement that any
material in that particular publication may be reproduced. The aim in both these cases is obviously
**Authors normally are grateful for reviews of their
works and one may generally quote a few paragraphs of
prose or a stanza or two of a poem to indicate the quality
of a work which might (or might not) be worth further
reading. In such cases I would advise a bulletin editor to be
sure to indicate the author, title, publisher, and date so that
the quoted matter will be seen as encouraging further study.
If extensive portions (more than 300 words of prose) are
quoted, the courteous thing to do would be to secure the
author's permission.
OCTOBER, 1977

the widest possible distribution, but in the case of
Amerícan Libraries there is a reservation of the
right of its authors to any commercial advantage
that may subsequently accrue.
Now most authors of religious material, as most
scholars, are more interested in dissemination than
they are in commercial advantage. Otherwise they
would write for Redbool¿ or Saturday Reuiew or
some other commercial journal. Yet I would raise
the question, Is it basically fair to take advantage
of an author without asking permission? In the case
of a composer, whose music is likely to have commercial value, I think the question goes beyond the
moral one of using another's material without proper credit. Indeed, an attorney colleague of mine
reported to me recently that he is defending a
large denomination, in a major northern city,
which used one of the recent folk songs in its
newly printed song books, from the allegations of
the composer that he was neither asked for permission nor given compensation for the use of his
song.

suspect that under the new copyright law authors, composers, and poets are going to be much
more sensitive to their rights than they have been
in the past. They will not go so far as to deprive
readers or listeners of their works. For, after all, as
Walt Whitman said, "To have gleat poets, there
must be great audiences, too." But they will insist
that they be consulted before someone else makes
widespread use of their work.
Authors and readers, listeners and viewers, need
each other. But is it asking too much to suggest giving a little credit where credit is due and encouraging aspiring writers, composers, and artists in
their work? Many publishers will never challenge
the use of their materials, even if they do not receive compensation for them; but every time a
church reproduces materials from one of our
church publishing houses it is not only stealing
from that company but it is also making it more
difficult for that firm to stay in business. There
are few other areas of life in which we would take
such a cavalier attitude toward another person's
property. The time has come to cease and desist in
this area as well.
tr'urther references:
For those who want to examine the copyright law in detail,
I suggest Copyright Reuision Act of 1976, Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., $12.50. The May, 1977, issue
of American Libraries is devoted to the copyright problem;
and John C. Steadman has two excellent articles in the
AAUP Bullelin for October, 1976, and February ,1,977.
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and the UneasY Conscience," bY Dr.
Ronald Reed (August issue). Such an
article coming from a professor in one

of our

conservative Christian colleges
is almost unbelievable, and considering
what he approves of is even more un'
believable. His article seems to be no-

thing more than a blanket endorsement of "restricted" (dirty) movies,

and based on the flimsy argument that
"Christians ought to know as much
about the world as possible, even its
meanness," and because it "portrays

honest human experience." Fiddle-

faddle, poppY-cock, and all that!
Surely the good doctor understands
that one may learn about the world's
evils and its sickening immorality
without exposing himself to the sordid
details of it. I have never seen weaker
arguments given in support of a philosophy, and

it

causes me to reflect on

his motives for writing the article.

In reference to "Puritan guilt,"
Trade Outrage for a Burden

A thousand brownie-Points to

the

fellow who finally figured out that the

world is going to hell ("Prospects
Bright" in Forum, August issue)' I
would only like to point out that there
is a great deal of truth in his wry little
statement of summary: "All in all, the

future prospects

of

humanitY

have

never been brighter!"
How do you think PeoPle felt living
under an emperor who accepted credit
for being God and demanded homage
as such? Christians had to read the
book of Revelaùion instead of Mission

for hope and purpose. The fault with
people like you is that upon reaching
the point where they should be Properly outraged at the state of affairs in
the world, they stop short of the Big
Battle, the Greater Vigil, and say "to
hell with it!"
I'm not saying that I invest anY
more confidence in Jimmy Carter, the
U. S. Congress, or the PoPe than You
do; in fact I probably invest less confidence than you, and I think that
points a finger at your problem. But
what I am saying is that You can't do
much to improve on what Jesus has al-

told us; for instance, "Enter
through the narrow gate. For wide is
the gate and broad is the road that
leads to destruction, and many enter
through it. But small is the gate and
narrow the road that leads to life, and

ready

only a few find
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it"

(Matt. 7:t3'74).

Who do you know who follows that
narrow road?
What I'd like to see is for You to sit
on your outrage long enough for it to
congeal into a long-range burden for

you to bear. PeoPle like

Alexsandr

Solzhenitsyn have some powerful testi-

mony as to what simple "firmness"
can do. What is pttzzling, though, is
what happens to the things that give
shape to that "firmness" once the pres-

seems also

to

he
have overlooked the fact

that Christians (?) feel guilty about

"R" and/or "X"-rated movies perhaps because theY have had
years of Bible schooling rather than
watching

something inherited from the Puritans.
After all, the Bible has a lot to say on
the subject of morals and conscience.

Dr. Reed's concluding statement is
the straw that broke this reader's patience: "In time, perhaps, that guilt,

"weaned" from the things that helped

like the guilt of the Puritans associ
ated with the theater, maY be buried
and largely forgotten like the Puritans

give

themselves,"

of the moment is gone. There's
got to come a Point when faith is

sure

it

substance.

To quote Jesus again, "Be dressed
ready for service and keep your lamps
burning, like men waiting for their
master to return from a wedding ban-

quet, so that when he comes and

knocks they can immediately open the

door for him. It will be good for those
servants whose master finds them
watching when he comes. I tell you the
truth, he will dress himself to serve,
will have them recline at the table and
will come and wait on them. It will be
good for those servants whose master

finds them ready, even if he comes in
the second or third watch of the night"
(Luke 12:35-40).
Amen and amen.

John McCook
Edmond, Oklahoma

Why Endorse Dirty l4ovies?
Conscience compels me to voice mY

objections to the article "Dirty Movies

And with that, let me saY, "Yes,
in time, when the Bible is

perhaps

banned, when the church no longer ex-

ists, when the social conscience becomes 'seared as

with a hot iron,'

then perhaps we will rid our society of
'guilt.' For how can guilt exist where
there is no moral standard?" We are in
worse trouble than I thought.

R. L. KilPairick
Huntsville, Alabama
Why l\4ission Has Problems
You invited your readers to reflect
on Míssion (July, 1-977, P. 2), and I do
so with reluctance because Míssion has
only partly fulfilled my hopes. Now I
do not mean this unkindlY as I have
subscribed to Mission for a long time
and have read almost every article pub-

lished. Furthermore I contributed to
the debt reduction drive last year and
intend to continue reading Mission in
OCTOBER,1977

the forseeable future. I am persuaded
that the goals of Mission are laudable,
but the dream exceeds the reality.
Your reader survey indicated part

of the problem of

building a larger

readership. At present, Mission's rcad,ers are a relatively small group of intellectuals who represent a far more
liberal viewpoint than is true for most
of the non-instrumental C of C. The
journal appears to satisfy them quite
well, but it is not read by (and apparently unsatisfactory to) the typical
member or leader of ihe C of C. Un-

fortunately, only the non-readers can
tell you why this is so, and they were
not asked. Let me offer my guesses.
First, Mission is openly liberal, especially by C of C standards. Since the
content of any journal is colored by
the perspectives of its board, editor,
and writers, it is all but inevitable that
moderates and conseryatives will feel a

of frustration at the relatively
few articles representing their views.
Next, I would suggest that some

sense

who were losing interest were offended

by some of the articles. While it is
purely a judgment call, I suspect that
most moderates and conservatives in
the C of C would report a similar reaction. Even the liberals who believe in

"fair play" might agree.
My third guess is that the journal is
not speaking to the perceived needs of
the mainstream church. They have
read your arguments on woman's role,
church leadership, participatory worship, tolerance of other fellowships,
etc. As hard as it is for us to accept,
many understand us but are not persuaded-not even the honest, intelligent ones (of whom there are rnany in
what we call the conservative wing).
However, since intelligent disagreement threatens us, we prefer to conclude that they have not understood
our arguments and so we repeat them
with the volume turned up. Of course,
they do what we did after the "umpteenth" Gospel Aduocate article on the
merits of the KJV or ASV or how the

(perhaps many) articles appear patron-

Spirit works only through the Bible-

izing, even sarcastically insulting, to

stop reading. Similarly, most conservatives (and some liberals) don't care for
movie reviews or what Barth, Küng, or

rnoderates and conservatives. Your survey suggested that 81 percent of those

Marty are saying. In short, Mission is
not speaking to the mainstrearn enough
for them to begin or continue reading.
Finally, the magazine needs to seriously contemplate Mr. Davis' questions
(July, 1977, p. 4) about opinions and
openness. While we preach tolerance
in opinions, we often fail to practice it.

Is it really O. K. for the men and women who want women to keep silent
to worship that way? Are you really

willing to let elders "rule" if the
churches desire it? I fear we are as reluctant to let conservatives be conservative as they are to let us be liberal.
Maybe we need to reread Romans 14: 3.
Meanwhile, keep up the effort.
Your heart is right (I believe), and
some are listening. However it appears
unrealistic to expect very many typical members of the C of C to subscribe
to Míssion as long as it is forcefully
(and sometimes arrogantly) demanding
changes in beliefs and practices which
are much cherished. "The grace of the
Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God

and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit
be with you all."
Bill Vermillion
Murfreesboro, Tennessee
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JEWISH-CHRISTIAN CONFLICTS--Increasing interest on the part of Christians
in evangelLzLng Jews has resulÈed in charges and counËer-charges among major U.S.
groups. In a cover sË.ory, Ëhe Saturdav Review reports that some Jewish businessmen have been pressured by Hebrew-Christian groups who threaLen economic reprisal
when the busínessmen shol{ little interest. Meanwhile, Susan Perlman of t'Jews for
Jesusrr has charged that her organLzati-on is being harassed by Jews who depicË Ëhe
group as rrcultish, insensiLive and as pred.ators on the Jewish cormnuniËy.r!
DOCTRII{AL GAP--The gap between docLrine and practice among U.S. Roman
Catholics is widening on the subject of birLh conËrol, according to a study by
Planned Parenthood. The group reports Ëhat nine out of Ëen Catholic couples are
practicing church-prohibited birth conËrol methods or sËerilLzati-on. The churchts
approved I'rhythm method,rr predicts Planned Parenthood, will be "of historical
interest onlytt wiLhin a few yeârs.

BANNED--AII but three Christian denominations have been banned
from Uganda, reportedly because dictaËor ldi Amin feels that the church constituËes a political threat. The government will now allow onl-y Ëhe Anglican, Roman
Catholic, and Orthod.ox churches to legally conduct services. Amin, a Muslimralso
banned the Ahmadiyya Muslim sect in 1975, for similar reasons.
CHURCHES

BU.SPI{EMY CONVICTION--A gay ne\^rspaper in England has been convicced of
blasphemy on the basis of a law that daÈes back to the Middle Ages. The newspaper was fined $f700 and the editor was fined $850 and given a suspended jaÍlsenËence, for publishing a poem depicting Christ as a homosexual. The last conviction on the basis of the law was fifty-five years ago.
EPISCOPALIANS I^IITHDRAId--Episcopalians who object to \^romenrs ordinaËion
and other innovations have laid plans Ëo withdraw from oLher world Anglican
bodies. A I'conËinuingrr Anglican Church in North America has crit.icized the
Anglican Church of Canada and the Protestant Episcopal Church in Ëhe U.S. for
Ittheir unlawful aËtempËs to alter faith, order, and morality.r'IË also charges
that the l,üorld Council of Churches is ilnon-aposËolic, humanisË and secular in
purpose and practice, and that under such circumsLances \4re cannoE be members."
AMONG US--Ira North, longtime pulpit minisËer of the huge Madison Church
of ChrisË in Nashville, has been named ediEor of the Gospel Advocate. He succeeds B. C. Goodpasturè, who died l-ast February 18.......Itrillard Collins has
been appointed acting president of David Lipscomb College in Nashville, after
the resignation of AËhens Clay Pullias.......4 record 41220 students have enrolled aË Abílene ChrisLian University in Abilene, Texas. LasË yearrs enro11menË of 3,979 was the previous record high.
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CURR€N tp
Let me report on a few incidents which point to
some certain changes in store for the Churches of
Christ. You decide whether they will be for better
or for \4/orse; I am mainly interested here in the
reason these incidents invite change.
At one church the elders decide to stop their
teens from dancing. They call a meeting of the parents and issue the decree. But the parents rise up in
protest. "Our kids' social life is not your concern,"
they affirm. "They will dance if we please."
A Bible professor at a Christian college (with
"no creed but Christ") is summoned to the president's office. "Is it true, what I hear?" asks the
chief. "Are you not a tee-totaller?" The teacher admits that, in all honesty, he cannot subscribe to
that view. He is given a leave of absence prior to
dismissal.

The director of a preacher-training school asks to
speak at a small-town church in the absence of
their regular preacher. It turns out that he believes
the preacher, a former student of his, is unsound;
and he has come, in his own words, to save the
church. Sure enough, the elders decide that their
man preaches on love so much that "we can't tell
you from a Baptist or a Methodist"; and the man
is fired.
Finally, an elder protests when a woman is asked
to read a scripture at an informal devotional. The
minister tries to explain his viewpoint: "Even Panl
speaks of women speaking in some situations, as in
1 Corinthians 11." But the elder has been under
fire from a disgruntled member, and he effectively
ends the conversation: "I don't give a _
what
Paul said; I don't want a 'ü/oman talking out."
OCTOBER,1977
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Now, each of these actual incidents will force
will resist arbitrary elderships.
The college president will change his position on
change. More parents

drinking

as the secularizing world about us replaces
conservative monev with liberal. Churches will re-

ject outside control when it
rvvomen

will

pleases them less. And

be allowed greater participation by the

sheer force of culture. Surely those connected with
a journal deeply interested in change should rejoice
at the prospects.

Frankly, no. For the inevitable changes in each
will likely be counter-productive because they
are forced by the culture instead of nourished by
the gospel. Anti-dancing elders should change because of the Good News that we are free from laws
that actually emphasize, instead of control, the
flesh (Col. 2:20ff.). Then insulted parents would
not have to rupture the already weak bond of trust
and fellowship in the local church. If the college
president could admit that the gospel does not require taking the pledge, he would have something
other than liberal money on which to base future
changes. If the freedom of the gospel had inspired
that local church, it would not be driven toward
isolationism to protect its autonomy (and that is
where we are drifting). And if we allowed Paul to
direct changeS on the role of women, our practices
would not be dictated by women's lib, or whatever
other cause happens to be in vogue.
Change, as our Lord said of offenses, must come;
bttt woe to the churches who allow it to come from
the world instead of through the gospel of freedom.
case
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Gomrno next mofith'
Pediatrician Doman Keele inquires into the ethics
of "passive euthanasia"-should
hopelessly defective newborn infants be allowed to die?
Leonard Allen writes of the audacity of preaching-the
hazards of an occupation which made one small boy
the preacher,'Are you God?'

asl<

And Dave Wimbish carries on about the effects of the victory
against gays in Florida.

